Colorado College Baca Campus

- Head west toward Woodland Park on Hwy 24
- Past Hartsel, bear left at Antero Junction. You will be on Hwy 24/Hwy 285
- At Johnson Village, turn left onto US 285
- After 26 miles, bear left onto CO 17. This junction is marked by a Hwy 17 sign only.
- At Moffat, turn left to head into Crestone
- Before you reach town, there will be a gate on the right that leads to the lodge. If you continue along the road there will also be a sign for the Baca Townhouses and Desert Sage Restaurant.

Google Maps: Search "Colorado College Baca Campus" Note that cell service is often unavailable near campus making navigation services unreliable.

Location of Lodges A & B and Faculty Apartment:
105° 42' 21.361" W
37° 58' 56.928 N

See detailed Baca Campus inset